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ABSTRACT

Electronic Mail (Email) is a fast and effective method to share and exchange information all over the world. Email
spam is one of the key problem in electronic mail communication. In general, Spam is a unwanted email contains
commercial content is sent to the large number of recipients in huge quantities. It consumes large amount of storage of
mail servers, waste of time and consumes more network bandwidth. Therefore identification of spam Email is necessary.
In this proposed work a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) training method is introduced, known as Modified Teaching
Learning Based Optimization (MTLBO). The proposed metaheuristic algorithm MTLBO has utilized some of the
major concepts of particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) and motivated from the non-parameterized approach
of nonlinear problems solving nature of Teaching Learning Based optimization algorithm (TLBO). The MTLBO
algorithm is separated into two key steps, In the first step learners learn from teacher to enhance their knowledge and
in second step learners learn by cooperating with each others as well as with the best learner or team leader among
them. In this literature various experiments carried out on benchmark functions and Spam Assassin dataset to calculate
the performance of proposed MTLBO algorithm. The evaluated results show that the MTLBO has got more
generalization, optimization and convergence capabilities compared to other metaheuristics optimization methods.

Index Terms: Multilayer Perceptron, Feature selection, Teaching Learning based Optimization, Particle Swarm
Optimization, Modified Teaching Learning Based Optimization, Functions Optimization and Classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

The past 11 years have witnessed significant increase in usage of internet and the change trend appears to be
continuously growing in future. Now a day internet has been proved as a vital part of our daily routine life.
Email is one of the major services of internet. It is fast, economical and secure mode of message exchange
between wide range of users. In contrast there are several issues that become barrier in professional procedure
of email. On tops of the list is email related spam. Email spam is also named as unsolicited bulk Email (UBE),
junk mail, or unsolicited commercial email (UCE) is generally sent by spammer. These spam emails are
aimed at and passed randomly to a huge number of email users. These emails can contain harmful malwares
or phishing links, making email users vulnerable to several security violating attacks and can even crash the
email servers. Spam messages increase rapidly in spite of substantial development of anti-spam services.
Spam could be controlled by blocking emails that come from definite addresses or by ûltering out the messages
that contain definite subject lines. To conquer this difficulty many email spammers started to denote sender
addresses randomly and they tried to attach randomly generated characters to the message at the end of the
subject. In general there are two major approaches are used for legitimate mail identification first is knowledge
engineering (KE) and second is machine learning (ML). First one is knowledge engineering approach in
which a set of rules are created priory for message identification. These spam filtering rules are created by the
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user or by other authority like software company. The main weakness of this approach is that the rules must be
constantly updated and also rules maintenance approach may be unsuitable for the users. Contrast to that in
the second approach specifying any rules explicitly is not required [1]. In this approach a set of pre-classified
training samples/documents are required for training. Classification rules are extracted from samples by using
the learning algorithm. Now, the machine learning concepts have been widely used and many suitable algorithms
have been proposed for solving this type of classification problem. In this article several well known machine
learning methods have been considered and applied for identification of spam from SpamAssassin dataset.

2. RELATED WORK

Spam or unwanted mail communications, usually sent in bulky volume of mails that affects server storage space,
networks bandwidth, work productivity and user time [2]-[5]. Usually, spam in email service is used for advertising
about various products and services related to the entertainment of adult, earning money quickly scheme and to
other gorgeous type of products [6]. In the viewpoint of the internet users, spammers are exploiting various
internet applications like email service organizations, social media network platforms, various web related blogs,
various web related forums and sometime internet search based engines [7]. Spammer can generate revenue
more than one million dollars approximately in a month in a single affiliated program [8]. Spam detection
accuracy is influenced by many factors like the spam subjective nature, processing time overhead, different
language issues, delay in message communication, and the unbalanced cost associated with errors classification
[9]. By using machine learning based filter spam can be detected, in this approach training is required to extract
the necessary knowledge for spam detection. Many filters use machine learning algorithms are Naïve Bayes
classifier [11], Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [10] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) classifier
[2] so on for spam classification. Also, by hybridizing various ML learning methods together more robust and
accurate spam detection methods can be generated [12]-[14]. ANN is very popular and commonly used technique
for spam classification which generally gives very accurate results [15] [16]. MLP is a kind of feed forward ANN
model that needs a substantial time for its training and its proper parameters selection, which encourages many
researchers to optimize it by using several ways [17]. Gradient based techniques are very popular techniques for
MLP optimization. Back-propagation (BP) algorithm is one of such gradient based optimization technique.
Although gradient based techniques are very popular but, they suffer from some major limitations like slow
convergence rate, selection of proper parameters for training and higher probability of being trapped in local
minima solution [18]. To overcome from those limitations many researchers have proposed various stochastic
based training methods for MLP model. Now a day, many researchers are using nature-inspired meta-heuristic
algorithms. These algorithms are most popular and attractive stochastic type algorithms. Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [15], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [14], Differential Evolution (DE) [19], Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) [20] and Teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) [21][22] are examples of such type of stochastic
algorithms. In this article, we have proposed a learning algorithm for MLP model named as the Modified Teaching
Learning based Optimization (MTLBO) for identifying email spam[22][24]. In Contrast to other nature-inspired
meta-heuristic algorithms and gradient based algorithms, proposed MTLBO algorithm is a parameters free
algorithm that reduces the need of proper selection of some important parameters usually related to stochastic
algorithms. By using feature extraction module spam based text and the non-spam based text are extracted, then
feature dictionary is produced consisting of feature vectors and these are used as input to chosen algorithm for
classification task.

3. DATASETS

To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed MTLBO training method on MLP network in classifying e-mail
spam, we have implemented the proposed method on SpamAssassin public mail corpus1 dataset. This dataset
consists of 9346 records and having 90 features in it. Every example record within the dataset is labeled as
Ham (legitimate) or Spam mails. The dataset consist of roughly 6951 numbers of ham emails and 2395
numbers of spam emails. So there are approximately 25.6 percentage of spam emails in the dataset. The
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dataset is imbalanced hence more difficult and challenging for classification. The details of the features available
in the dataset can be viewed in literature [23]. In this application, we have followed the two fold approach
where the dataset is evenly divided into two parts. One part is used for training and another part is used for
testing. Each experiment has been repeated for 10 times in order to acquire statistically considerable results.

3.1. Extracting Features

The aim of the proposed method is to classify the text messages, i.e. strings. Unfortunately, strings are not
very convenient objects to grip. Most of the machine learning algorithms are based on classifying the numerical
objects (i.e. real numbers or vectors) or otherwise require some measure of similarity exists between the
objects (i.e a distance metric or scalar product). In the ûrst all messages are converted to vectors of numbers
known as feature vectors and then classify these vectors. For example, it is very normal to take the vector of
numbers of occurences of certain words in a message as the feature vector. When we extract features we
usually lose information and it is clear that the way we represent our feature-extractor is crucial for the
performance of the spam filter. If the features are chosen so that there may exist a spam message and a
legitimate mail with the same feature vector values, then no matter how good our machine learning algorithm
is, it will make mistakes in filtering process. On the other hand, a wise correct choice of features will make
classiûcation task much easier. In this paper for the training part, this module accounts the words frequency
present in the text of email, here we have taken words having the time of appearance is more than three times
as the feature word of this class. Here, every email in training is denoted as a feature vector [25].

4. CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGIES

4.1. Multilayer Perceptron Network

The human brain has multitasking capability through which it controls various activities in our body
simultaneously such as controlling temperature of body, pressure of blood, pulse rate and respiratory system.
It also enable us to do some perception activities that let human beings to see, feel, hear, test and smell. The
human brain holds over 20 billion number of neurons and a neuron is connected with maximum of 10,000
numbers of synaptic connections [26]. Nerve signals are transferred through neurons to and from the human
brain. Various computer models are designed to simulate the activities of human brain. ANN is one of such
computer model that are trained by using various learning algorithms. Learning algorithms have the task of
ANN training by modifying the associated weights or knowledge in order to achieve the objective of the
problem. The neuron of a ANN is consisting of some major components like, A synapse link that is
characterized by its own weight, An adder that is used for adding up the input signals flow to the neuron,
lastly, An activation function is used to evaluate the output of the neuron. Feedforward Neural Network
(FFNN) model is also known as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

Figure 1: Example of a Three Layers MLP
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From the Figure.1. it can be observed that a MLP is taken with I units of input , N units of hidden and
J units of output. Here Let, S = (s
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The backpropagation starts by propagating error backward which is calculated by the difference between
the output generated by network denoted as y

l
 and the actual output denoted as y

l
’ . The error value is used

to update weight and biase values associated with network. The Error (E) of MLP network needs to be
minimized by using BP algorithm repeatedly to optimize the weights and biases [27]. In each iteration the
error is calculated as follows by using equation (4):
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Where, P represents the number of patterns associated with training dataset. Initially random weight
and bias values are allotted to the MLP network. The goal is to evaluate optimize weights and biases by
training the MLP network to match the output values of network with teacher values or original value by
minimizing the error.

4.2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic algorithm inspired by the nature. This algorithm is
originated by Kennedy and Eberhart [28]. PSO algorithm has been inspired from natural activities like
flocking of bird and schooling of fish etc.

A set of initial solutions generated randomly in PSO which transmitted to a multidimensional design
space to find the optimal solution in number of iterations. The multidimensional design space information
is shared by the elements or particles present in the swarm. The complete development history of PSO
heuristic algorithm has been elaborated by Kennedy and Eberhart [28] [29].

The PSO algorithm computes various values like positions of new particles by updating old particles,

new velocities by updating the old velocities. A particle 
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), where k varies from 1, 2,. . ., n. n is used to represent the total quantity of particles.
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Particle in the swarm retains its associated velocity and has memory of its associated personal best position

denoted by, 
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position discovered by the member particles of the surrounding that has provided the best possible solution
. The particles change their own position in each loop based on the velocity updation operation. In standard
PSO algorithm the new velocity and new position of particle is calculated as follows by using equations (5)
and (6) at iteration t.
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In the mentioned equations (5) sign represents point by point vector multiplication. The weight (w) is
the inertia momentum factor lies within the range 0 to 1 (0< w �1), c
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random vectors values lies within the range 0 to 1. They are typically selected as a uniform random numbers
within the range 0 to 1 [30].

The steps of velocity update, position update, and fitness calculations are carried out repeatedly until a
desired termination convergence criterion is achieved. One of the termination criterion is represented in
equation (7) as follows.
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Many researchers have proved that standard PSO algorithm works properly in many complex non
linear optimization problem solving., In order to represent this Clerc and Kennedy [31] have proposed a
generalize PSO model.

3.3. Teaching Learning Based Optimization

In general, the TLBO method is sub divided into two major steps. The first step of the method is treated as
the ‘Teacher Phase’ and the second step of the method is treated as the ‘Learner Phase’. The ‘Teacher
Phase’ means learners can be trained by teacher having more knowledge than them and the ‘Learner Phase’
means learners can enhance themselves by sharing knowledge with each others.

3.3.1. Teacher Phase

The learner having the best knowledge is considered as the teacher in the society. The knowledge is distributed
by the teacher among the learners to improve the knowledge of the learners. The more is the talent of the
teacher the more is the mean MA and approaching towards mean MB more quickly. A teacher is evaluated
by his/her capability of enhancing his/her learners knowledge equal to his stage. But, practically this is not
possible. The knowledge of learners and mean of the class increases up to certain degree by a teacher
depends on the learners performances. This leads to a arbitrary process depends on many factors. Let us
consider at iteration i, MEi be the mean of learners and TEi be the teacher. Teacher TEi always aim to
upgrade mean MEi of learners towards his/her own knowledge level. Therefore the mean produced newly
would be assigned as mean MEnew. The gap between the current mean and the new mean is used to update
solution and is represented by the equation,

Difference_MeanE
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i
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 – 
TF ME

i
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Here, TF is used to represent teaching factor which is used to take decision on the change of mean value
and random number ri lies within the range of 0 to 1. The TF value is randomly taken as 1 or 2, with giving
same probability to both the values. This leads to a heuristic approach and calculated as,

TF = round[1 + (rand (0, 1)) (2 – 1)] (9)

The present solution is enhanced by the difference mean is given as follows,

, , _  � �new i old i ix x Difference Mean E (10)

4.3.2 Learner Phase

The knowledge of learners is influenced by using two different means, one mean can be used to
enhance learners input knowledge through the teacher and the other mean can be used to enhance
learner input knowledge through interaction of knowledge between learners with each others. By
using the help of various group discussions, presentations and communications, etc, a learner interacts
randomly with other learners to enhance their knowledge. A learner is able to learn something more if
the other learner has more knowledge or capability than him/her. For population size Pn learner phase
is expressed as,

For varying loop i from 1 to population size Pn. Two learners Xi and Xj are randomly chosen where
i < > j, means they should not be same learners.

If fitness function values, f (Xi) < f (Xj) then Xnew,i = Xold,i + ri (Xi – Xj) (11)

If fitness function values, f (Xi) � f (Xj) then Xnew,i = Xold,i + ri (Xj – Xi) (12)

Accept the Xnew if it provides a better fitness function value.

4.3.3. Proposed MTLBO

The proposed MTLBO method has the teacher phase is similar to teacher phase of used in TLBO algorithm.
The learner phase is modified by expanding the level of learner phase. According to learner phase concept
a learner communicates with other existing learners randomly to improve his standard. A learner can gain
knowledge and learn more if other learner has better knowledge than him/her. Additionally, in this method
the learner has to follow best learner among them usually treated him as a team leader. The PSO updates the
particles positions by following their own personal best position as well as global best position among all
particles present in the swarm in a single phase. In this proposed method MTLBO is similar to the concepts
of PSO, where personal/previous best learner knowledge and global best learner knowledge of all learners
are applied in the single learner phase. In MTLBO a learner can learn something new if the other learner
has more knowledge than him quite similar as updating using personal best position in PSO method.
Additionally, the learners can also learn from the best learner or team leader among themselves similar as
updating using global best position in PSO method. The learner knowledge modification in the Learner
phase is evaluated as,

For varying loop i from 1 to population size Pn. Two learners Xi and Xj are randomly chosen where
i < > j, means they should not be same learners.

If fitness function values, f (Xi) < f (Xj) then Xnew,i = Xold,i + ri (Xi – Xj) + ri (Xg – Xi) (13)

If fitness function values, f (Xi) � f (Xj) then Xnew,i = Xold,i + ri (Xj – Xi) + ri (Xg – Xi) (14)

Here, Xg represents the Knowledge of best learner who is acting as team leader. Xnew is accepted if it
provides a better fitness value for used fitness function.

The flow of the MTLBO algorithm is represented in Figure1A.
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5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

5.1. Experiment 1

5.1.1. Proposed MTLBO for Function Optimization

In this experimental study we have tried to optimize benchmark functions. Functions have different
characteristics like separability, multimodality and regularity. A multimodal function has two or more local
optimal solutions. A separable function can be represented by separate sum of functions of variable. A
function is said to be regular if it is differentiable at each point. It is quite hard to optimize functions of non-
separable with added multimodal properties. Also, functions difficulty increases with the distribution of
local optima solutions randomly in solutions space. Also, problem difficulty enhances with the increase of
dimensions of the function. The results of application of proposed method and other well known methods
are compared with each other by applying different benchmark functions. Details of parameters and properties
of various benchmark functions are mentioned in the following Table.1.

Table 1
Properties of various functions

Name Offunction Range Min-value Multimodality Y/N ? Separablity Y/N ? Regularity Y/N ?

Sphere(FUN1) -100 to 100 0 N Y Y

Step(FUN2) -100 to 100 0 N Y N

Schwefel(FUN3) -500 to 500 0 Y Y N

Rosenbrock(FUN4) -100 to 100 0 N N Y

Rastrigin(FUN5) -5.12 to 5.12 0 Y Y Y

Griewank(FUN6) -600 to 600 0 Y N Y

Ackley(FUN7) 32 to 32 0 Y N Y

Penalized(FUN8) -50 to 50 0 Y N Y

In this experiment, eight different type of benchmark functions with different properties have been
taken from Akay and Karaboga [33] and Rao, Savsani, Vakharia [21]. The results of MTLBO method

Figure 1A: FLOWCHART MTLBO
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compared with other popular meta-heuristic methods such as PSO, DE, ACO and GA. The mean results
have been taken for each algorithm for comparison with different runs results. This experiment has been
performed on above mentioned functions by taking high dimension of 500 for evaluation. The results of
experiment are calculated for 30 independent runs. Here the functions are evaluated for maximum of 100,000.
Just like TLBO, in MTLBO also maximum number of functions evaluations is set as 2000, that is merely
equal to one fifth of others algorithms. The population size is taken as 10 as mentioned by Akay and
Karaboga. population size is 10 for Penalized and Schwefel function and population size is 50 for Rosenbrock
function. Table 2. shows MTLBO results have outperformed all other meta-heuristic algorithm results
within 2000 function evaluations.

Table 2
Results obtained by PSO, DE, ACO, GA and MTLBO

FunctionUSED PSO DE ACO GA MTLBO
ALGORITHM ALGORITHM ALGORITHM ALGORITHM ALGORITHM

FUN1 180.16 21.33 9.67 231.02 0

FUN2 1621 1998.03 2005.03 19520 0

FUN3 -98168.1 -138152.03 -19090.65 -18429.58 -180206.28

FUN4 1.08E+06 7.62E+10 1110.65 1497.80 386.50

FUN5 998.97 473.58 1187.73 1888 0

FUN6 02.12 0.534 0.044 12.20 0

FUN7 2.98 12.0 0.147 4.26 0

FUN8 6.17 1.37E+10 2.35E-01 6.9981 1.2E-02

Also, the results show that MTLBO is very effective at very high dimensions complex functions.

5.2. Experiment 2

5.2.1. Proposed MTLBO Algorithm for MLP Training

The MTLBO-MLP classifier is used to evaluate the SpamAssasin dataset and compared the results with
some of the most popular algorithms like GA, PSO, DE, ACO. and BP algorithms. The algorithm to train
MTLBO is free from algorithmic parameters is described as:

Algorithm for training MLP using MTLBO:

1. Input Data Set 7.  Update the weight and bias by applying MTLBO
2. Divide the Data into Training data and Testing Data 8.  Train the MLP
3. Initialize the weight and bias by taking random values 9. Calculate the error
4. Train the MLP by taking weight, bias and training dataset 10. Until permissible error/Number of steps
5.  Calculate the mean square error 11.  Apply test set to find the classification percentage
6.  Repeat accuracy.

The parameters setting is one of the important task for training MLP using different algorithms. The parameters
that are used in the comparison of different training algorithms are elaborated in the following Table.3.

In proposed method, we tried hidden layer with dissimilar numbers of active neurons present in the
hidden layer of the MLPs. Here we have taken five, ten and fifteen number neurons in MLPs respectively.
Dataset we have used here is equally divided into two different parts, one part of dataset is used for training
of the MLP and the other part of dataset is applied for testing the MLP. Each experiment we have repeated
10 times for better analysis.
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Figure 2. shows, the performance of different meta-heuristic algorithms applied on the SpamAssassin
dataset with different number of nodes or neurons in the hidden layer. From the analysis of figures we can
conclude by applying the MTLBO training method we could attain the fastest and better convergence
curves. GA and PSO methods came in second place and ACO method provided lowest performance results
than others.

All the MLP training algorithms like GA, PSO, DE, ACO, BP, and MTLBO work on MLP model are
evaluated based on the accuracy rate. Where, Accuracy rate is calculated as the quantity of instances correctly
classified divided by the total quantity of instances Table 4. shows the results of average, standard deviation
and best values obtained by each method. We have used these results for comparison. We have observed
from the results that the MTLBO classifier has outperformed the results of other well known meta-heuristics
and gradient based classifiers. MTLBO has provided the best averages and accuracy results than other
spamAssasin dataset classifiers. Also we have noticed there is significant change when we are using fifteen
nodes in hidden layer. Therefore, more number of nodes in hidden layer provides better results on proposed
dataset clasification.

Table 3
Various Parameters and their values used in algorithms.

Algorithm used Parameters for algorithm  Considered Value

Ant Colony Optimization • Initial value of pheromone 1e–06
• Update constant of pheromone 20
• constant used for pheromone 1
• Rate of decay of global pheromone 0.9
• Rate of decay of local pheromone 0.5
• Value of sensitivity of pheromone 1
• Visibility sensitivity value 5

Differential Evolution • probability of crossover 0.9
• Value of Differential weight 0.5

Particle Swarm Optimization • constants for acceleration [2.1,2.1]
• range of Inertia weights [0.9,0.6]

Genetic Algorithm • probability of crossover 0.9
• probability of mutation 0.1
• Sample Selection mechanism Stochastic universal

Modified Teaching Learning Based Optimization • Population 30

Figure 2: Shows the various Convergence Curves of methods like MTLBO, GA, PSO,
DE and ACO training methods for SpamAssassin dataset where MLP neural networks contain

(a) 5 Neurons, (b) 10 Neurons and (c) 15 Neurons in the hidden layer.
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5.3. Experiment 3

Here, in this particular experiment we have analyzed the results like records of the dataset are correctly
classified or not, accuracy of result and confusion matrix. We have followed various types of parameters in
this experiment:

Correctly classified Instance: It is used to define ability of algorithm, how much classify the instances correctly.

Correctly classified instances (CCI) = TP + TN

Incorrectly Classified Instances: It is used to define the instances which are incorrectly classified.

Incorrectly classified (ICI) = FP + FN

Kappa statistic (KS) : The kappa instance or value is a metric which is used to compare the observed
accuracy with an expected accuracy.

Kappa Instance (KI) = ((observed accuracy-expected accuracy)/(1–expected accuracy))

Mean absolute error (MAE) = (number of instances in correctly Classified/Total Number of Instances)

Root mean squared error (RMS) : square root of mean absolute error

Relative absolute error (RAE) : (Absolute err/true value) * 100

Root relative squared error (RRSE) : square root of relative absolute error

True Positive (TP): It is used to represent the instances that are truly classified.

False Positive (FP): It is used to represent the instances that are falsely classified.

True Positive Rate (TPR) = TP/(TP+FN)

False Positive Rate (FPR) = TN/(FP+TN)

Precision (P): It is used to define the fraction of retrieved instances in the dataset that are relevant. P =
TP/(TP+FP)

Table 4
Comparision Results of MTlBO with GA,PSO,DE,ACO and BP.

Quantity of neurons present in the one hidden layer

Algorithm values Five Ten Fifteen

MTLBO Average 0.896 0.898 0.911
Stdv 0.008 0.007 0.006
Best 0.880 0.897 0.925

GA Average 0.831 0.833 0.843
Stdv 0.019 0.019 0.014
Best 0.868 0.867 0.888

PSO Average 0.809 0.799 0.798
Stdv 0.006 0.011 0.010
Best 0.818 0.820 0.824

DE Average 0.776 0.774 0.774
Stdv 0.008 0.013 0.011
Best 0.783 0.793 0.785

ACO Average 0.752 0.749 0.757
Stdv 0.008 0.014 0.012
Best 0.765 0.767 0.773

BP Average 0.776 0.771 0.787
Stdv 0.022 0.016 0.025
Best 0.808 0.793 0.825
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Recall (R): It is used to evaluate the fraction relevant instances that are retrieved. R = TP/(TP+FN)

Accuracy (ACC): It is represented by ACC = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN)

Here, TN is the true negative and FN is the false negative. TPR is also described as a sensitivity which
is used to evaluate recall. FPR is also known as fall-out.

Table 5
Classification Analysis

CCI 8598

ICI 948

KS 0.904

MAE 0.1014

RMSE 0.3184

RAE 8.48%

RRSE 29.12

Table.5. shows the classification of instances based on different parameters using MTLBO.

Table 6
Confusion Matrix Analysis

Parameters Class 0 Class 1 Aggregate

TPR 0.927 0.923 0.925

FPR 0.07 0.03 0.05

Precision (P) 0.925 0.925 0.925

Recall 0.927 0.923 0.925

F-Measure 0.926 0.924 0.925

Table 6. shows the aggregate of different parameters on the basics of class 0 and class 1. Class 0 and
class 1 signifies the e-mails as a non-spam and spam. These parameters are utilized to analysis the confusion
matrix. Confusion matrix are useful for evaluating the performance of classifier tool, as they provide an
specific table layout that is used to represent the distribution of correct and incorrect classified instances.

6. CONCLUSION

The proposed work, a meta-heuristic algorithm inspired from nature named as MTLBO developed from
concepts applied in PSO and TLBO algorithms. In experiment .1. the convergence and accuracy of developed
approach is evaluated on various benchmark functions and compared with results of other meta-heuristic
algorithms like GA, PSO, DE and ACO. In the experiment.2.MTLBO has been used for spam dataset
classification and has shown better results than gradient decent based BP and other meta-heuristic approaches.
Finally, in experiment .3.various parameters and confusion matrix are employed to evaluate the performance
of classifier based on MTLBO. The results of the experiments concluded that MTLBO is more effective
and efficient in solving nonlinear complex problems and successful in avoiding local minima problem,
also it has fast rate of convergence to solution than other popular methods.

7. FUTURE SCOPE

The proposed optimization MTLBO algorithm can be applied to other benchmark problems where, PSO is
sometime incapable due to improper parameters selection. MTLBO needs to be applied to other engineering
problems related to clustering and classification. Also, we have to apply MTLBO for more complex datasets.
Hopefully the proposed MTLBO algorithm can be applied to more nonlinear problems.
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